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Questions

1 - Are worst-case scenarios the worse cases? Do emergency 
management leaders have to prepare for the unforeseeable?

2 - Are apparently natural disasters now also technological?
3 - Should leaders tell the population how bad things are and 

solicit their cooperation, or will that result in panic? 
4 –Should emergency management leaders be prepared to deal 

with jurisdictional issues, including tensions with other 
security officials during a disaster?

5 – Do climate change and human activities causing it have to be 
taken into account in emergency management? 





Ice Storm 1998 Northeastern North America



Ice Storm 1998: Ottawa, Montreal, New York, New England



Ice Storm 1998





Fifteen years later it remains the most expensive 
disaster affecting the most people in the history of 
Canada and of the State of Maine



Worse than the Worst-Case Scenario

Florent Gagné, Deputy Minister of Public Security of Quebec

Worst-case scenario = scenario = imaginary bad possibility, 
but it was not as bad as what occurred.

unperceived risk



Was this a failure of risk calculations to foresee harm?

• Yes, in that it demonstrated the limits of risk estimates.
• No, in that it would be wrong to blame the risk estimators.

Confronting the Unforeseeable
- Must realize that worst-case scenarios are guestimates based on 

what is known about past events, and at times are not bad 
enough.

- Must expect the unexpected.
- Plan, but ready for surprises and ready to improvise. 



Another example of worse than the worst-case scenario
BP Deepwater Horizon drilling rig 

unleashed an underwater oil volcano





Solution = Gulf Burn Box
= a 15 km by 15 km controlled oil burn





Electrical Transmission Lines, Functioning and Crushed



Amish communities

Amish had freezing rain but no disaster. 

Disaster was the result of nature’s extreme weather striking 
society made vulnerable because of dependence on an 
electrical grid.

The inadvertent manufacture of a natural disaster



Assumptions about behavior during a disaster 

Breakdown of order: panic, looting, flight, rape, arson, selfish
behaviour, population becomes incapable of acting 
rationally, chaos, only Army can keep order.

Inference: truth is alarming, so leaders should withhold bad 
news



Example 1 of Panic

Explosion of PetroChina plant in Jilin province on November 
13, 2005 releasing toxic chemicals into river.

Leaders downriver shut off water supply and told population 
they were doing routine inspection and repair.



Example 2 of Panic

Hurricane Katrina struck New Orleans USA in August 2005
Causes of violence = 
1) poverty, addiction, violence in normal weather
2) inadequate response of municipal, state, and federal 

leaders.



China and New Orleans are exceptions

Panic = disaster mythology

Media focus on deviant behaviour and ignore normal 
behaviour, altruistic sharing, mutual aid, decrease in 
crime, and rational actions.

Myth of panic has perverse real consequences



Script to manage disaster

• Calm, orderly communication of good news and bad news 
by a trusted communicator and of plans to solve problems

• Ask for the cooperation of public



Electrical Transmission Lines, Functioning and Crushed



Communication
By leaders

Public Response

Withhold bad news normal consumption,
water depleted in 
8 hours

Divulge bad news Panic, hoarding of water, 
water depleted in 4 hours



Mr. Pierre Bourque
Mayor of Montréal



Real Threats vs Fictional Scares 

• Crime decreased during the ice storm disaster
• No looting, rioting or arson
• Mutual aid greatly increased
• Most behaviour was rational



Alternative to withholding information =
inform other elected officials and the population.

Jean-Bernard Guindon, Director of Montreal’s Civil Security 



Communication by
Leaders

Public Response, 
Consequence

Withhold bad news normal consumption,
water depleted in 8 hrs

Divulge bad news myth Panic, water hoarding, water 
depleted in 4 hrs

Divulge bad news calmly with 
suggested solution

Cooperation, conservation, 
water depleted in 12 hours



Secrecy Undermines Trust

Withholding information takes the risk of rumors spreading.

When the population finds out, they ask: 
• how long has this serious problem existed?
• why were we not told?
• what else are leaders hiding?



Mr. Florent Gagné
Québec’s Deputy Minister

of Public Security



Disaster management in small communities

Governor Angus King

Trust and cooperation laid before disaster by cultivating 
personal networks.



Disaster sometimes promotes cooperation between 
jurisdictions

Vera Danyluk, President of the Montreal Urban Community



Unresolved jurisdictional conflict: rival municipal clashes

Montreal’s Mayor Bourque



Tensions between Emergency Management and the Police

Montreal’s Police Chief elbowed out emergency managers.

Why was emergency management planning undermined?

Montreal’s Civil Security Director Jean-Bernard Guindon



Why did the Premier invent new leadership networks? 

Civil Security Director Guindon 



Need to educate political leaders about the 
importance of emergency planning

Disaster preparation = insurance policy

Governor King



Scientific consensus about global climate change

Academy of Sciences of the Royal Society of Canada 
concluded that “the scientific evidence demands effective 
steps now to avert damaging changes to the Earth’s 
climate”. 



Is climate change uncertain?

Uncertainty is often used as an excuse for failure.

Uncertainty about what? Danger of climate change is not 
uncertain, even if specific consequences are uncertain.

If mistaken for uncertainty, risk will be framed as acceptable 
and discounted.

Science predicts that in the long run, flooding, wildfires, 
drought, extreme weather, insect infestations, etc., will 
become more frequent and intense, that permafrost will 
melt, that eventually oceans will rise.



Climate change caused by human activities is 
superimposed upon nature’s cycles of climate change

Practices that cause climate change =
fossil fuel combustion, deforestation.



Canadian Boreal Forest



Bitumen Brownfield After Removal of Forest “Overburden”



A new climate with new frequencies and intensities of 
extreme weather is emerging.

Safety predictions based on what occurred in the past are 
likely to be wrong if there are discontinuities because of 
climate change.

New technologies create new vulnerabilities which requires 
better mitigation, monitoring, and disaster preparation.

Emergency management is becoming more difficult and more 
important.


